Modern

Refinement
By Alana Willis
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Don Bottstien’s Littleton, home is a paragon of
sophistication and modernity. From its gorgeous
vaulted ceilings and abundance of windows to
its stark white ceilings providing eye-catching
contrast with its elegant dark walls, the house is an
aesthetically-pleasing marvel of exquisite taste and style.
A house this extraordinary deserves a kitchen that is
every bit as special. This was the thought of designer Gavi
Fiedler when setting out to help Bottstien envision the
kitchen of his dreams.
“Don has done many beautiful modern upgrades to
the home and I felt that the kitchen deserved an equally
beautiful modern look,” said Fiedler of the remodel, which
took approximately 3 months to complete.
Appliances by
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“Extremely Efficient” kitchen island
in textured charcoal, gray melanine,
complemented by gleaming white counter
tops and modern LED cabinet light accents.
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Whites and dark grays paralleling the color palette of
the rest of the house helped to create a seamless flow
from room to room. The kitchen features two different
styles of cabinetry- a high-gloss white acrylic with twotone edge-banding for the perimeter cabinets, and a
textured melamine in charcoal gray for the cabinets on
the kitchen island- to provide contrast and visual interest.
Keeping with the designer’s vision of a modern look
with simple, horizontal lines, the majority of the wall
cabinets have aluminum-framed doors that swing up to
open, adding a unique twist to a standard kitchen feature
that seems almost futuristic in its execution. Marble tiles
in a large subway pattern make up the backsplash finish,
while the large and “extremely efficient” kitchen island, as
Fiedler describes it, boasts a gleaming white countertop
which perfectly offsets the natural maple hardwood floors,
which were there prior to the remodel and kept for their
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“

Marble tiles in a large
subway pattern make up the
blackspash finish...

”
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outstanding beauty.
Spectacular use of LED lighting both inside and
underneath the wall cabinets adds visual interest as well
as illumination, while recessed down-lights in the ceiling
work with modern stainless steel tubular pendant lights
over the island to light the kitchen in a way that is both
appealing and practical. The end result is a bright, fresh
space that looks like the textbook definition of a 21stcentury kitchen.
High-end Jenn-Air appliances were chosen by the
homeowner primarily for their high-tech, state-of-theart capabilities- something very dear to the tech-loving
Bottstien’s heart. “He LOVES modern and cutting-edge
things!” exclaims Fiedler of her client. The appliances do
not disappoint, incorporating smart technology features

At Kitchens by Wedgewood,
you’ll find expert designers,
excellent customer service, top
national cabinetry brands, and
our Colorado-made custom
cabinets. You won’t find that
winning combination anywhere
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such as touch screens, multi-point LED theater lighting
and Wi-Fi connectivity into their sleek, elegantly modern
design. A gorgeous smooth electric cooktop adorns
the kitchen island, providing a streamlined and efficient
effect that would not look out of place in the galley of the
Starship Enterprise. For those who love a little tech with
their food preparation, Don Bottstien’s remodeled space is
the embodiment of Kitchen Goals.
Bottstien, along with his significant other Carol, were
described by Gavi Fiedler as “a joy and a pleasure to work
with.” Adds Fiedler, “They both have a great outlook on life
and what is really important.” Don Bottstien’s kitchen is a
perfect example of what can happen when great people
with great ideas come together — truly an outstanding
achievement in kitchen design!

else – and certainly not at a big
box store. When you choose
Kitchens by Wedgewood to be
your home renovation partner, you
are guaranteeing beautiful rooms
throughout your house – not just
your kitchen and bathroom.
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Website: www.wedgewoodcabinetry.com
Phone: 303-664-1400

“

Whites and dark grays paralleling
the color palette of the rest of the
house helped to create a seamless flow
from room to room.
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